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and feared that the language might be altogether transformed.
As Waller complained.
But who can hope his lines should long
Last in a daily changing tongue?
We write in sand, our language grows,
And, like the tide, our work o'erflows.
A much greater than Waller, Francis Bacon, spent many of his
last days over translations of his works into Latin, because he
feared that a modern language like English would in time
bankrupt any book. Moreover, so far as the late sixteenth
century was concerned, verse was regarded as the medium for
the expression of noble thoughts, and when men of fashion did
indulge in prose their favourite works were Euphues and Arcadia.
In both, but particularly in the former, there is much fine
writing, together with a continual straining after antithesis and
epigram; and in the latter there are many far-fetched metaphors
and artificialities. Among the antiquaries and scientists Latin
was still the language of scholarship. Even when they wrote in
English, the tendency of scholars was to use a vocabulary largely
latinized. Nevertheless the habit in literary circles in London
of slighting the native elements in the language, as of the
dramatists to keep prose for comic or vulgar scenes, was coun-
teracted by the growing avidity of the middle class for reading
matter, and they preferred homely idiom rather than cumbrous
sentences full of words of learned length. Therefore, for their
benefit, a group of translators arose of unsurpassed skill. Some-
times they were concerned with foreign classics, as Don Quixote
(1612-20) or the Decameron (1620-5), at other times with the
Latin works of Englishmen, such as Gamden's Britannia) trans-
lated by Philemon Holland in 1610.
Another type of literature helped to free the speech of the
middle classes from artificialities: the books about travel. The
majority of the narratives included in the great collections of
voyages mad by Richard Hakluyt and Samuel Purchas were
written by seafaring men for plain people. The authors there-
fore avoided the flourishes and rhetorical passages of polite
literature, and their matter-of-fact accounts preserved native
words and idioms. Nevertheless the future of the English
language was by no means assured at the beginning of the
seventeenth century, for the native elements were in danger of

